Drop bouncing series are observed for various fluids and substrates. The latter include hydrophilic glass wafers, glass wafers hydrophobized with a UV-cured silicone oil layer, and glass wafers (super)hydrophobized by applying a nano-roughness in SU8 which is subsequently coated with a C 4 F 8 layer, see also the Methods section. To show the universality of the bouncing phenomenon for both polar and non-polar liquids of a wide range of surface tensions, we tested seven different fluids as listed in Table S1 . The surface tension ranges from 64.6 mN/m for water with a small amount (0.01 wt%) of rhodamin B to suppress reflections, down to 16 mN/m for fluorinert FC-40. The drops are formed at a precision needle with an outer diameter of 0.24 mm. They are detached by their own weight, yielding millimetre-sized radii depending on the density and surface tension of each fluid: radii vary between 0.52 mm for the low surface tension FC-40, and 1.03 mm for water. Although we are mainly interested in the influence of inertia and surface tension, we also keep track of the Bond number and the Ohnesorge number that give the ratio of gravity and viscosity to surface tension. The influence of viscosity is generally small, except for 85% wt.
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glycerol and sunflower oil, while gravity determines the equilibrium shape during the hovering phase. glycerol and sunflower oil, while gravity determines the equilibrium shape during the hovering phase. For each experiment the initial velocity � and the Weber number of the initial impact � ���� are shown, as well as the final Weber number obtained in the movie � ��� and the total timespan of the movie (all 40� delayed).
The equilibrium contact angle � � is measured in an independent experiment with a gently deposited drop.
All fluids show a very similar bouncing behaviour, in which the apparent contact angle remains virtually 180 during each bouncing event. A direct visualization of the air film using reflection interference microscopy confirms that no contact is made at all. A selection of bottom view moviescorresponding to a selection of the side view movies listed in Table S1 -is shown in Movies S9 to S11
for drops of water, sunflower oil, and 90% wt. propanol. In each movie, panel a shows the first bounce obtained at �� ���� as mentioned in Table S1 , while panel b shows the full hover phase with progressively decreasing Weber number. From each side view movie we extract a centre of mass (CM) trajectory, see Figure S1 . The hovering phase roughly starts when the CM drops permanently below . The water drop (Movie S1) exhibits the largest number of bounces and is analysed in more detail in the Letter. No trend with surface tension is observed; rather we obtain few bounces for the high-viscosity fluids where a significant amount of dissipation is associated with the internal flow field within the liquid.
Figure S1| Centre of mass trajectories. From top to bottom, see Table S2 : (black, magenta dashed) water on hydrophilic and hydrophobic wafer, respectively; (green) 85% wt. glycerol, (cyan) sunflower oil, (red) 90% wt.
propanol, (grey) decane, (olive) silicone oil, (dark blue) FC-40. Blue shaded areas indicate the hovering phase. Figure S2 illustrates the inherent decrease of during a bouncing series for experiments with various liquids. The Weber number of each subsequent bouncing event is defined based on the maximum velocity reached just before the impact. Here, we selected for each fluid a recording with the highest initial impact velocity that still yielded a bouncing series. The data in Figure S2 can be replotted in a map of bouncing and hovering events versus surface tension and number: Figure 3 in the Letter. There, if applicable we extracted the longest observed hovering phase from a separate experiment of the same fluid, to show the maximum width of the no-contact regime. The pixel resolution of the side-view sets a detection limit for hover oscillations that are too small to resolve ( 0.0001). We can conclude that hovering persists down to at least 0.001. propanol; (grey triangles down) decane; (olive circles) silicon oil; and (dark blue pentagons) FC-40.
Restitution coefficient
The restitution of the bounce given by , with and the maximum absolute value of the velocity before and after the impact, is shown in Figure S3 . 
Dissipation in the viscous squeeze flow
We calculated the local dissipation rate within the air film using a standard lubrication calculation for the experimental film profiles (see Methods). The results are shown in Figure S4 as function of radial position and time. The dissipation rate is strongly peaked close to the kink along the edge of the drop where film thickness is minimum and the volumetric flow rate is high, while it is negligible in the dimple centre. Integrating these local rates over time and the drop-substrate interface yields the total air film dissipation. Because we miss part of the film profile just outside the kink -limited by the lateral resolution of the bottom view -our estimation of the total dissipation is conservative. Finally, we performed experiments on glass wafers that are (super)hydrophobized by applying a nano-roughness in SU8 which is subsequently coated with a C 4 F 8 layer, see also the Methods section.
Movie S12 shows a bottom view recording of a bouncing water drop onto such a surface with 100 nm roughness amplitude (which is the maximum roughness value in these tests). Again, the interference patterns confirm that an air film with submicrometer thickness is present during the successive bouncing events. Finally the drop resides on the peaks of the structure in the Cassie-Baxter state with an advancing contact angle of 155.
Movie S12| Air film mediated bouncing of a water drop on a nano-rough substrate. First bounce is at 0.6 on a superhydrophobic substrate with a roughness amplitude of 100 nm (which also causes the poor contrast). The total timespan is 0.36 s (67 delayed). The scale bar is 1 mm.
